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About This Game

A polished top down action shooter set in a digital like world with upgradable mechs.

Vitris-47 has been the central stage of many conflicts over the ages. The Idalin empire rules over the planet with an ironhand
and war is always present. On the other side, there´s the resistance, trying to retake the planet to its former glory and you are part

of it.

Driving your mech around the gorgeous digital cityscapes of the planet, the time has come for a new power to arise and put an
end to this war.
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It has a lot of potential but a long way to go. Mechanically the game is sound but there is a plethora of small bugs that I'm sure
will be resolved before the game is released.

Gameplay video of first level
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dHeTuZvPG80
Note: Opening sequence was not laggy at all in game, not sure why screen capture had issues with it.\ufeff. I like to review my
chess games with a chess engine.

I would have liked to review my go games with a go engine in the past.

Now I do!

This is the first available go engine for this task. And I love it, it is a new era.

(Cons: Publisher does not offer upgrade from previous versions. Bought it anyways, because this is my most valuable go tool.
Thanks Remi Coulom!). Wonderful, challenging runner. My wife gave it a try and she's hooked too! Overall, a nice pick up and
put down game that's well worth the price.. An amusing enough take on epic, well-worn sword-'n'-sorcery soundtracks.

A bit of fun, but not a great deal else. Certainly superior to several swift kicks to the teeth. What more do you want for a dollar
and ninety-nine cents USD?

Verdict: 7\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/\u200b
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210\u200b
Cheers!). Broken game. Does not proceed when I found all the items, stays on hidden object scene. Tried to quit to main menu
and continue few times - item list dissapeared and I was clicking blindly. When I found all the items 3-4 times game continued
to next HO scene and same problems happened again. No point to mention oudated graphics etc.
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The AI for the cubs is really annoying. They are constantly trying to wander away from the safe den and directly into danger.
Plus the playing mechancis are really weird. Also, the graphics are dated. I mean, some of the symbols for eating and picking up
the cubs make me think of pre N64 games. 2\/10 would not recommend.. (Review counted as the Complete Sam and Max
Series 1,2 and 3)
Really entertaining and funny point and click adventure game. Though I admit I am a bit dumb when it came to puzzles in this
game...often ended up looking up guides >w> SHHHHH! In all honesty the puzzles (basicly everything you do in the game) are
all well thought out so there isn't any super unrealistic answer to a problem that hasn't been hinted slightly in the game....Like
pixel searching or using items together in a way that makes no sense to solve a problem.

Get it if you love point and click adventure games because this is as good as it gets!! ^.^ As long as you dont mind 15 games
appearing in your games library after only buying 3...... Pleasantly surprised by this game concidering the reviews that I was
reading.
As far as the actual game was concerned, its not the worst simulator I've played, but definatly not the best.

For first, the thing that I didn't like and slightly annoyed me was the fade to black, mission title, fade to game whenever I
reached an area where it had to load something, once or twice sure, but it was getting really repetative.

Besides that I can't really fault this game
7\/10. Goog game.Igot drunk.. I really like this game. I am a fan of card & board games, yet am tiring of the ccg card games.
I'm finding this to be a wonderfully refreshing card game.

At first I though it to be complicated, but it is actually a very approachable pick up and play game. I like the varying difficult
modes in solitaire play as it really helps you to learn the game and incrementally increase the challenge.

At this time, there doesn't seem to be too many players playing the game, which I hope changes because playing with others
really changes the dynamic, strategy and fun factor. I could see very fun tournaments and leaderboards some day.

If you are a fan of card games and board games, pick this up. It's a high quality fun game at a great price point. No pay to play
here. For one price, you get the entire game.

Really enjoying it. Expecting a Summer Sale - Paradox Interactive increased base prices for most if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.
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